
Concept: Use brought-in hand held NDRT-device as steering controller by utilizing 
its built-in accelerometer/gyroscope.

Steer-By-WiFi
Lateral Vehicle Control for Take-Overs with Nomadic Devices

According to SAE J3016, driver-passengers are no longer required to observe automation at all 
times with SAE Level >= 3. Engagement in NDRTs will probably increase. 

What about using brought-in devices for steering in take-overs?

Driving Simulator TOR Study (n=14): 
Conditions: Steering Wheel (W) vs. Tablet PC (T)
Scenario: Lane-change-task on 3-lane German highway with no traf�c under time pressure (12 seconds)

Tablet PC (T) leads to: 
 - signi�cantly lowered take-over reaction time (RT) but also higher number of zero crossings (ZERO, [4])
 - signi�cantly higher hedonic quality and overall UX ratings (UEQ-S, [5])
 - total time for take-over+handback maneuver and lane-change time did not change signi�cantly

Steer-By-Wire systems decouple steering I/O:
 - May increase safety by modi�ed transfer functions [1]
 - Allows for novel steering interfaces, e.g. a decoupled steering wheel [2] or a joystick [3]

Prototype:
- Function: Yaw-angle as steering input for take-over situations
- Implementation: 
   * Thumbs on left + right device borders (green)  to con�rm steering readiness (and initial orientation as reference) 
   * accelerometer / gyroscope value-changes are then communicated to driving simulation via 2.4 GHz WiFi and MQTT as protocol (TCP)
- Device: Google Pixel C: OS: Android 8.1// Display: 10.2 inch// Aspect-ratio: 1: sqrt(2) // Weight: 517g
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Future Work
Investigation of the above mentioned issues plus:
 - more sophisticated (non-linear) transfer functions for tablet yaw      steering input (e.g., personalization)
 - more diverse user groups (e.g., elderly people) for investigation
 - more complex driving scenarios

Issues
 - Form factor: What is the effect of different form factors on controllability (e.g., smaller smartphones vs. bigger tablets) ?
 - Technology Af�nity: How well can other user groups (e.g., elderly) handle the steering modality?
 - Security: WiFi is popular target of attacks - which available/deployable alternatives exist? How would a safe protocol/ transmission technology   
need to look like?
 - Fail safety: What happens on a device-breakdown? How to communicate that to the user?
 - Lack of haptic feedback: How to replace it (and with what?) or does it even need to get compensated? 
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